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SMART DOOR
A Smart Door ensures easy and intelligent 
access management using your smartphone. 
The Nuki app allows you to lock and unlock your 
door, and check it is open or properly closed. 
You can also assign access rights to others, 
specifying the days and times they can enter.

REMOTE CONTROL
By using the Nuki Bridge and activating the 
Remote Access Activation Code, you can 
manage your Smart Door on the go - whether 
you’re at the park with friends or at the airport 
setting off on your next business trip.

SMART CREDENTIALS
Open your Smart Door in the way that works 
best for you: with your smartphone, the Nuki 
Keypad or Nuki Fob, or even a traditional key.

DOMO CONNEXA 
is the smart solution 
for armoured doors.
CISA, a leading provider in the mechanical 
security sector, has teamed up with NUKI, 
the smart lock specialists, to launch  
CISA DOMO CONNEXA. The solution 
that brings smart security to armoured 
doors, creating the  intelligent access 
system of the future: the Smart Door.

The ‘Works With Nuki’ system was created to combine 
the guaranteed security and protection of CISA products 
with the convenience and flexibility of the Nuki platform.

The new CISA BUTTON houses Nuki’s smart connectivity.
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REMOTE ACCESS MANAGEMENT
By using the Nuki Bridge and activating 
the Remote Access Activation Code, you 
can create or change access credentials 
in real time, even when you’re out and 
about. You can consult the access 
log, check door status and receive 
notifications from your Smart Door.

MINIMAL DESIGN
The design of the Smart Door is minimal yet 
traditional. The CISA BUTTON, which houses 
the system’s technology, is located on the 
inside of the door so is not visible from the 
outside, ensuring privacy and peace of mind.

DOMO CONNEXA 
Remote control, 
real time security.

DISCOVER THE NEW REMOTE ACCESS 
MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL SYSTEM.



DOMO CONNEXA 
Open the door 
to convenience

SILENT, AUTOMATIC OPERATION
The DOMO Connexa motorised lock has been 

designed so the deadbolts and latchbolt 
engage and withdraw automatically and 
intelligently.  All movements are smooth 

and silent, so they won’t disturb you.

COMFORT AND AESTHETICS
Thanks to Bluetooth Low Energy 5.0 technology, 

your smartphone has a longer range, so now you can 
open the door without getting off the sofa. And if 

you have activated remote connectivity, you can ask 
your voice assistant to open the Smart Door for you. 

These features are possible thanks to the 
CISA BUTTON, with its minimal design 

that blends in with any style of door.
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The Nuki app, with its 
modern and intuitive 
features, allows you to 
control your Smart Door 
and any accessories 
connected to it.

You can open and lock 
the door, check door 
status, create credentials, 
set the operating logic 
and lots more besides.

A Smart Door   makes life easier.
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The CISA BUTTON is smart, stylish and 
modern and houses all the DOMO Connexa 
technology. It is integrated with the ‘Works 
With Nuki’ system, transforming a traditional 
motorised door into a Smart Door.

CISA DOMO Connexa is a state-of-the-art 
motorised lock which, when combined with 
the BUTTON, turns good intentions into actions, 
offering security, technology and convenience.

A Smart Door   makes life easier.
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THE CISA BUTTON, 
INSTALLED ON THE INSIDE 
OF YOUR ARMOURED DOOR, 
HOUSES ALL THE SMART 
TECHNOLOGY.
It may be small, but its personality 
is large. The metal finish is a stylish 
addition to any contemporary door.

CISA 
BUTTON
The smart 
button
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DESIGN

 • Minimal and stylish

 • Anodised aluminium surface

 • Can be either square or round

 • Available in matt black or  
silver grey

 • Ergonomic and user-friendly

INSTALLATION

 • Round support for easy installation

 • Very easy to configure to 
connect with phone app

CONNECTIVITY 

 • Bluetooth Low Energy 5.0. 
 

COMPATIBILITY 

 • Android 5.0 and later versions

 • iOS 11.4 and later versions and 
watchOS 4.0 or later versions
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SECURE, RELIABLE, SILENT.
DOMO combines the highest 
levels of protection and resistance 
to forced entry with the comfort 
and flexibility of electronics.

It has been tested and certified 
in compliance with the strictest 
European standards.

The door status device consists of 
a patented mobile sensor which 
can be positioned anywhere 
along the door profile.

CISA DOMO
The motorised 
lock
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FEATURES

 • Motorised lock with  
Euro profile cylinder 

 • Smart automatic locking

 • Powered by batteries 
or power supply

 • Silent operation

 • Available in both the rim 
and mortice versions 

 • Patented door status 
contacts group

 • Certified in accordance with  
EN 12209:03 and EN 14846:10
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* These features require Nuki Bridge and 
activation of the licence for remote access.

The Nuki 
Partnership
The Works with Nuki system allows 
you to integrate Nuki connectivity 
directly into your armoured door.

Nuki is the leading Austrian 
manufacturer of modern smart 
access systems in Europe.

In partnership with CISA, leader in 
the security sector, a new solution for 
armoured doors has been created that 
transforms a traditional door into a 
Smart Door for a smarter lifestyle.

YOUR SMARTPHONE  
BECOMES A SMART KEY
Thanks to the Nuki app, you can control 
your Smart Door easily and intuitively.

It lets you manage, authorise 
and control access in real time, 
even when you’re on the go.*

The Nuki App is free and available 
for iOS and Android smartphones.
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FOBFOB
KEYPADKEYPAD

OPENING CREDENTIALS
The Nuki Keypad and Nuki Fob are a smart 
alternative to the app. With the Nuki 
Keypad you can enter your home without 
having to carry credentials, while the Nuki 
Fob is ideal for simple, instant opening.

SMART

 • Door can be opened from 
close by or remotely*

 • Credentials can be created to 
grant access to family members, 
cleaners or tradesmen on certain 
days and at specific times

 • Event logging

 • Automatic opening when you 
are near the door (by activating 
the “smart actions”)

 • “Night mode” setting for safety 
and comfort when you go to bed

 • Door status monitoring

 • Battery level monitoring

SECURE COMMUNICATION
The Nuki app uses security mechanisms 
certified by the German security institute 
AV-TEST and can be compared to the 
standards used in online banking.
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THE SMART DOOR GOES 
ONLINE
If you purchase Nuki Bridge and activate 
the licence for the remote access 
service (RAAC), you can connect your 
Smart Door to your home Wi-Fi. This 
allows you to manage all the features 
of your Smart Door when you’re away 
from home. You can integrate your 
Smart Door with your smart home 
and activate Nuki Web to control your 
Smart Door from your computer.

OPERATION

 • Nuki Bridge is an accessory 
which is connected to a 
normal power socket and 
allows your Smart Door 
to communicate with 
your home Wi-Fi router 

 • It is easy and intuitive to 
configure using the Nuki app 
in under three minutes

 • It has a button for 
configuration and a 
LED for signals

 • Required for smart home 
integrations such as Amazon 
Alexa and Google Home

BRIDGEBRIDGE
For remote 
access
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INTEGRATION

 • Integrated with voice assistants 
and other platforms.

Assistant

 • Compatible with Apple Watch

THE BENEFITS OF BEING 
ONLINE

 • You can control your Smart 
Door remotely and in real time

 • You can create or change 
credentials remotely 
and in real time

 • Can be integrated with 
Google Home and Amazon 
Alexa voice assistants 

 • Can be integrated with 
smart home systems

 • You can control and manage 
your Smart Door from your 
computer (Nuki Web)
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About Allegion

Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) is a global pioneer in seamless access, with leading brands like CISA®, 
Interflex®, LCN®, Schlage®, SimonsVoss® and Von Duprin®. Focusing on security around the 
door and adjacent areas, Allegion secures people and assets with a range of solutions for 
homes, businesses, schools and institutions. Allegion had $2.7 billion in revenue in 2020, 
and its security products are sold around the world.

For more, visit allegion.com.
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  CISA SpA 
Via Oberdan 42 
48018 Faenza (RA) Italy

  Ph. +39 0546 677111 
Fax +39 0546 677150

  Customer Service and Technical Support 
+39 0546 188 0070

cisa.com
cisa.sales@allegion.com
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